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MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU ALL
As 2018 comes to its close I believe the club has cause to
celebrate another good year on the water, some excellent
articles for Scuttlebutt and lovely sailing weather. Well
maybe some of the weather conditions were testing!
Further cause for celebration, in that Scuttlebutt has now been around for a
quarter of a century, the first edition being published in May 1993. I have been the
editor for ten of those 25 years, issuing my first copy, Scuttlebutt 155, in May 2008.
That copy being issued in memoriam for Roger Dice, former editor, Commodore and
a good friend to many, including me.
So with Christmas, New Year and lots going on I anticipate quite a bit of
celebrating over the coming weeks. The next edition could well be a little blurred!
Anyway, without further rambling, I want to use this space to thank all who have
contributed articles for Scuttlebutt over the past ten years, those who have supported
me and on occasion enthused and
cajoled me to keep going, plus all of

Editorial Note
Please remember that this is your
magazine and should reflect your
views and experiences for the
benefit of other members. If you
have any comment, articles or
photographs you feel are
appropriate for inclusion then
please for ward them to me,
terr yclothier@hotmail.com for
publication.
The opinions expressed in articles
within Scuttlebutt are those of the
individual only and not necessarily
t h o s e o f t h e S u s s e x Po l i c e
Offshore Sailing Club.
No
responsibility can be accepted for
any inaccuracies or omissions.

you club members whose ventures
provide the stories and those who
take the trouble to read the offering.
I also wish you all a very Happy and
Peaceful Christmas, with fair winds
and good sailing in 2019.

Terry Clothier
Editor

visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at
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Welcome to this, the last edition of Scuttlebutt
for 2018.
I would like to thank Terry Clothier for all his
hard work putting together such a great magazine
for us and also to those of you who have sent him
contributions for it.
It wasn’t until Terry sent me the first draft that I
discovered that 2018 had been the 25th
anniversary of Scuttlebutt. To celebrate it’s first
quarter of a century Terry will be adding articles
from yesteryear to the next few editions. Having read part 1 of the 1993 article by Roger Dice I’m
already looking forward to part 2.
Back to the present, congratulations to Justin Pollard on his award at Pevensey Bay Sailing Club,
in the next edition there will be an article from Justin about his first year at the club.
As you will be aware SPOSC encourages members to improve on their skills and qualifications
and I am pleased that we have been able to assist Kevin Claxton and Phil Russell to obtain their
radio licences.
The sailing calendar for 2018 was relatively light but Frostbite, UKFSC and the late summer long
passage did take place. My thanks to those who arranged those charters. I know that those who
managed to take part had a great time. In 2019 we will not be entering the UKFSC as the PSUK
will be held in September 2019 and it is only right that we support it. It is held within the National
Crime Agency Regatta which is always very well organised with good racing and excellent social
events.
Please do email me if you want to come on Frostbite 2019, I have already heard from a number of
you and it looks like it’s going to be a great trip.
On the front page you will have seen the reminder for the 2019 AGM, please do make the effort to
attend. It is a great opportunity to meet up with fellow sailors and have a chat with the committee.
Let us know about any ideas you may have for the future, or any grumbles about the way the club
is being run. There will be a circulation just after
Christmas about which of the committee posts are
for election at the AGM.
I hope you will join me in thanking your committee
for all their work during the past year to keep the
club thriving, without them we wouldn’t get the
opportunities to sail that we do get.
I wish you the members and your families a very
merry Christmas and a happy new year. I look
forward to seeing many of you on the water in
2019.
Owen Poplett

visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at
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The Frostbite Charter 2019
The date for the first charter of 2019 has been set.
Frostbite will be from Monday 8th April 2019 to Friday 12th April
2019.
The cost will be £15 per day towards the yacht charter plus £1 per
day for the RNLI. On top of this you will need to contribute to the
on board costs of food, diesel and moorings, you will also need
your sunglasses. You can sign up for the full five days or part
thereof.
With Frostbite being later again next year, it is hoped the weather
will have improved and we won’t lose days to strong winds, as had
become the norm when it was in March. This year we had good
weather in April.
Please let me know if you wish to come on the trip, also let me
know if you wish to be skipper or first mate.
You do not need any previous sailing experience to come on this
trip. During the week we are hoping to run some skipper
mentoring and boat handling practice for those who are interested.
Please contact me if you want any further information, on 07729
229750 and let me know ASAP if you want to come so I know how
many boats to charter.
Cheers
Owen Poplett
Surrey & Sussex Crime Review Team
Specialist Crime Operations
Mobile: 07901670721

AGM 2019
Please note in your
diaries the date of
the SPOSC AGM
which will be held
on the evening of
Tuesday 12th February 2019 at the Sussex
Yacht Club in Shoreham.
For the last AGM we changed the format
which meant that the business of the AGM
was concluded quickly followed by a great
social evening, we will repeat that format for
2019.
Please note the date in your diaries now and
try to keep the evening clear, the more who
attend the merrier.
Owen Poplett, Commodore

The PSUK Offshore Sailing Nationals 2019
Hi All,
The PSUK Offshore Sailing Nationals 2019 will be incorporated into the NCA
Regatta on 23rd to 27th September 2019.
The regatta will use matched fleet asymmetric boats from Fairview on the
Hamble with the regatta based in Cowes during the week.
Last year the PSUK Nationals was resurrected by incorporating it into the NCA
Regatta and worked very well, apparently everyone had a great time.
Further details will be given at the AGM, if you want to take part please put the
date in your diaries.

Owen Poplett
Surrey & Sussex Crime Review Team
Specialist Crime Operations
Mobile: 07901 670721
visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at
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PSUK Dinghy Sailing
Championships 2019
Wednesday-Thursday, 12th-13th June, 2019.
at Chew Valley Lake S.C.

Photos from the 2018 Championships at Netley, courtesy of the PSUK website and Fergus Cowhig

NEWS

Congratulations to DC Justin
Pollard, pictured below, who
recently picked up a trophy
from the Pevensey Bay
Sailing Club. A remarkable
achievement as 2018 was
his first year dinghy sailing
and he only did his RYA
Level 1 / 2 in the spring.

The ‘Novice Cup’ trophy was awarded
to new club member Justin for his
enthusiasm, help around the club with
the BBQs etc, rescue boat duties and
racing. Along with having gone to
Chichester Camp and PBSC Sea
Week. Justin says, “I very much
appreciated the award and was
delighted to have received it.”
We are also delighted for Justin and
look forward to seeing more news of
his sailing exploits in the Scuttlebutt.

Justin Pollard
visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at

Note the dates for the PSUK
Championships 2019 shown
above, more information to
follow in due course.
~
And the RYA 2019 Dinghy
Show at Alexandra Palace see the advert below. A
great day out for any dinghy
enthusiasts and a chance to
view new developments.

NETLEY 2015
h t t p : / / s p o s c . w e e b l y. c o m /
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(Scuttlebutt No.1 May 1993)
Club Rally to St. Valery en Caux
& Fecamp. 30th April - 3rd May,
1993 by Roger Dice. (PART I)
Vessel: Carauliane of Brighton
Crew:
•

Roger Dice

•

Geoff Randle

•

Ron Nevitt

•

Simon Hooper

The weather forecast had been
positive, if not ideal, but at least we
were in no doubt about going.
‘….winds variable F3 or less.
Possibility of thundery showers.’
Frank Hooper would not be overjoyed
as ‘Shady Lady’, being a Dehler 36,
was patently going to be faster under
sail than under engine. ‘Carol’, on the
other hand was perfectly prepared to
do either.
As a crew we had arrived together and
set about final preparations for
departure. A reef was put in the main
and all deck gear prepared. As Ron
was new to the boat, a guided tour
was necessary. It did not do the rest
of us much harm to have a refresher
course either.
One large scotch “..to keep out the
cold..” and we pulled away from the
pontoon. I decided to try the new
radio. “Shady Lady, Shady Lady, this
is Carauliane, we are about to depart
the marina. How is it with you?
Over.” “Carauliane this is Shady
Lady. We are still awaiting one or two
members of the crew. We will follow
when complete.” “Roger to that.” I
replaced the microphone and checked
my watch. It was 1750 hours. We
slipped between the arms at 1800
exactly.
I called up Solent Coastguard to
report our departure for foreign
climes. Having given them the
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number of ‘souls’ on board, (although
traditional the term has a certain eerie
finality about it), our ETA and our
callsign, I was yet again asked to “…
spell your vessel’s name.” When the
French pronounce it, it has a certain
ring and credibility about it. British
radio stations always come back
“….yes….er..Caroline of ..er..
Brighton. How do you spell your
name?” I laboured through the
phonetic alphabet,
“Charlie..Alpha….etc..etc. …And I
am going to change it to BRIAN and
NO I do not know why the last owner
named the vessel as he did! Over.”
This always brings a little chuckle over
the airwaves. Not just because of the
informality of the radio procedure,
more the unthinkable - that anyone
would name their yacht ‘Brian.’
“Roger Carauliane, (chuckle). Have a
safe passage.”
We had a clear sky and a very pleasant
sea but there was a chill in the air and
the spray hood was erected to keep off
the cold. The wind, what there was,
came out of the NW at F2. No use to
those of us who have a window of
opportunity to pass through on the
other side of the Channel. We were

visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at

making passage and if the vessel did
not make five knots under sail then the
engine went on. By 1900 hours the
wind had backed to the West and the
Log notes that Pizzas and Soup were
about to be served up by Simon.
‘Shady Lady’ had also recently put to
sea with a full complement, the rest of
the radio conversation need only be
imagined.
By 2000 the wind had further backed
to SW and risen to F3 to F4. We
sighted our first vessel right on the
edge of the TSS and were quite
surprised to find that visibility was less
than 1000 yards. It was an eerie
experience. The ship had been picked
up early on radar and its track (and
ours) watched very carefully. When
we were three quarters of a mile from
her and she was crossing ahead of us port to starboard - only the lights
could be seen in the murk. There was
no sign of the vessel itself. It
materialised fora very short period
before it was lost again in the dense
grey mist. Light was fading and the
sea got a little choppy for a short time.
The wind then dropped to virtually
nothing and the sea calmed with it.
The murk got thicker.

Roger
at the
helm
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Saint-Valery-en-Caux
The shipping lanes were busy and I
really have no idea how yachts bereft
of radar in such murky conditions,
negotiate the shipping without a fair
degree of stress on the part of the
crew. At one stage whilst traversing
the eastbound lane, we had seven
vessels in a ‘pack’, all apparently
intent on having a close relationship
with ‘Carol.’ I found their
gregariousness not only unnatural but
positively dangerous. They were not
giving themselves much sea-room and
on the radar screen appeared to be
clinging to each other for comfort.
Turning due west I left the ‘cluster’ on
our port side and headed happily off
down-channel to avoid increased stress
on my part and confusion on theirs.
“You have a light immediately to
starboard.” Ron had sight of a ‘port’
light.
“I have nothing on the scope. Where
the hell has that come from?” I
searched - fairly desperately - for any
trace in that quarter, on the radar.
Nothing. The seven merchantmen
were still there, slipping down our port
side. Where was the vessel that Ron
was seeing on starboard amidships? I

climbed into the cockpit and looked to
starboard. Sure enough, there it was.
A red port light and what appeared to
be a cluster of ‘steaming’ lights. As I
watched a green light also appeared.
He is bow on and coming straight for
us!
There was a bit of swearing and
controlled panic before it became
apparent that far from being ‘run
down’ by a merchantman, we were
actually ‘carving up’ another yacht!
We were close and it has since crossed
my mind that the man on watch must
have wondered what on earth we were
doing. It does however beg the
question, ‘Why in this day and age he
did not have a radar reflector?’ If I
could not see him, as sure as God
made little apples, the big boys would
have been totally oblivious as to his
presence. We struggled out of the
shipping lanes mentally weary and
physically cold. The wind had picked
up again and had veered into the west.
The yacht we had so rudely stumbled
across stayed astern of us for some
hours but slowly dropped away into
the mist. It appeared she was also
bound for St. Valery.

visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at

We could see the odd star but our
horizontal vision was reduced from
several thousand light years to about
half a mile! I was pleased the clouds
were not gathering as I would have
found it difficult at that moment to
deal with the thunder (and lightning)
that had been forecast.
My 0100 log entry summed up my
mood. “Apparently all alone. No sign
of anybody.”
The 0200 entry simply reads, “Cold.”
Simon and I retired to the off-watch
bunks. Geoff and Ron chatted quietly
in the cockpit obviously slightly
refreshed after two hours rest - not
sleep necessarily - but rest. I recall
they were discussing rugby and past
achievements. I meanwhile was trying
to lodge myself against the leeboard in
such a manner as to remain in contact
with the bunk mattress. The boat was
bouncing about all over the place. I
do not think I slept either but having
confidence in the men in the cockpit
allowed me to rest my mind and my
eyes. I remember Geoff calling
Fecamp Control which was calling to
identify a vessel vaguely in our
position. Neither had any success.
I sat bolt upright at 0400. “Is that
what I think it is?” I asked. “What’s
that my old?” asked Geoff. “Is that
lightning?” “It’s being playing around
up there for some time now. It
appears be centred way off to the
south west. My heart sank. However
its plummet was tempered by the
obvious fact that there was no thunder
and therefore the ‘electrics’ were some
considerable distance off. Geoff ’s log
entry did nothing to cheer us up.
“Windy - Wet - Misty - Flashes ~”
The wind was now up to F4 and
climbing. Almost on the nose it was
no good to us. It just made the flags
stand out stiff as boards.
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I sat in the cockpit, with Simon trying
to stay awake, and looked out into our
limited world of murk, breaking waves
and cold darkness, the latter broken
every so often by flashes of lightning.
Visibility was low and I knew we
would have a small problem on our
final approach. The entrance to St.
Valery is narrow and tucked in under
the cliffs. All the navigational
electronics in the world would be no
substitute for being able to see the pier
heads. I was determined to stay
upside (now also upwind) of the
entrance and edge my way along the
beach until I could make out the
channel. I mentally listed the negatives
facing us. It was that time of the
morning!
I offered up an amateur sailors prayer
to - whoever.., “please let me face my
problems one at a time. Star with diverting
the thundery showers. Then let me see the
beach before we run up it! While we’re at it..
don’t let anything get wrapped around the
prop!”
I was tired and our world was unreal.
I glanced at the radar. The French
coast was clear and firm at 7.5 miles.
I looked at my watch. We needed
daylight and it was still dark. We
needed to slow down, but reduced
speed would result in a greater tidal
influence on the boat. However there
was no choice. We were boring down

1 993~ 201 8

on the coast of Normandy too fast; it
was too dark; we were in too restricted
visibility and too uncertain of a
perfect landfall. I cut the engine and
we sailed, quite sedately, on reefed
main only, at a speed of 3 knots.
Perfect for distance, time and daylight.
But the tide?
The waves changed from black and
grey to grey and white and dawn - if
that’s what you could call it - was with
us. The ‘lightning’ became invisible
and, psychologically therefore, a
reduced threat. The murky grey
made the vessel and its fittings more
real and hence more secure. Night
always reduced the world to the
cockpit and a hazy outer world of the
foredeck bathed in the reflected red
and green of the navigation lights.
This grey dawn also brought the
reality of a visibility now reduced to
about 400 yards.
A quick visit to the chart showed we
were losing our battle with the tide at
our current speed. I was in danger of
ending up east of St. Valery and
having to punch tide and wind to get
back - and then find the entrance. I
needed a constant ‘plot’ and I needed
to be in the cockpit. I had no choice, I
would have to wake Geoff. He was
very good about it, as he always is. He
plotted and combined radar images
with Navigator readings and compass

bearings. “We are just east of the
entrance and about one mile off.” I
turned south west and motored into
the wind and spray. “We have got
company.” Geoff ’s comment
prompted keen interest. “Where?”
“Off the port bow and on the same
track. There are two.” The radar
showed two targets closing a point on
the cliffs where there was a very
obvious ‘kink’ in the coastline. “That
has to be it surely.” “I reckon so.”
Geoff seemed convinced. “I only
hope they can see more than we can.”
We were now crabbing perfectly
towards the point where the two
vessels were fusing with the shoreline.
I released Ethel (the auto-helm!) and
took the wheel. “Steady as you go. It
looks perfect.” I advanced the
throttle, we were going in. The lower
two thirds of our view ahead took on
a darker hue. “Cliffs.” I yelled with
relief. We were going to be able to see
after all.
Three minutes later I could make out
what I took to be the lighthouse on the
starboard pier-head. We were still east
of the entrance, but only just. On our
current track we were right on target.
At 0555 hours, not unhappily we
pushed Carol’s bows through the
entrance to St. Valery en Caux.
(To be continued…..)

Fecamp today

visit the s.p.o.s.c. website at
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